This paper proposes a difference-templates based target tracking method (DTBTTM) with the originality of constructing a collection of difference templates that represent the varying characteristics of target region, such as translation, scale, and illumination. DTBTTM method uses the linear combination of such difference templates to represent the variation of target region, and computes coefficients with respect to the corresponding templates. The final target position and window size can be determined with these coefficients. DTBTTM method simply solves linear equations, and is quite different from correlation method in which 2-dimensional search is required to calculate similarity between pre-defined template and the region of interest. Experimental results show that the DTBTTM is highly adaptable to the variation of target region, and is robust to the variation of translation, scale, illumination, and even occlusion.
INTRODUCTION
Real-time tracking of moving target in a series of image sequences is an important research topic in image processing, pattern recognition and computer vision. Traditional template based tracking method calculates the similarity between pre-defined template and real-time image to get target position, provided that only translation shift is occurred on the target 1 . However, it does not work so well in case of scale variation and illumination change. Furthermore, other situations like the target is fully or partly occluded in the process of tracking will also affect its performance. Improving an efficient target tracking method that fulfills all these situations is most significant and challenging.
In this paper, we proposed a new tracking method which is based on the adaptive difference-templates. This method can not only solve the problems caused by the variation of translation, scale and rotation 2, 5, 7 , but also realize robust tracking under the circumstances of target occlusion and intensity changes through appropriate improvement. In most application areas, the camera is relative far from the target compared with target size. Therefore, it is applicable for us to consider 3 aspects, translation, scale and illumination variations.
THEORY AND METHOD

Basic theory
Given a reference image patch I 0 and a target image patch I 1 , the tracking problem turns to compute an image transformation that maps the reference image patch onto the specified region of the target image. Usually, these transformations are parameterized as a vector q. The typical translation and scale transformation on x=[x, y] is described as:
Where: q 1 ,q 2 are translation parameters, and q 3 is scale parameter, q=[q 1 ,q 2 ,q 3 ] T .
If I 1 is the result of translation and scale transformation of I 0 , then I 1 can be described as:
We can extend the meaning of q in (1) into a general way, and regard q as an arbitrary operator. For instance, q can be either of translation, scale, rotation, illumination variation operator, or even their combination. Perform q on I 0 , and then define a difference template B(q) as 4 :
Related researches have proved that a small variation around I 0 , B(q), can be described as the linear combination of a series of small difference templates 4 :
For simplicity, we describe B(q i ) with B i . Introducing (2) into (3), q is calculated with Taylor Series Expansion as
We pick a set of transformation vectors {q i } in advance, and perform them on a reference image patch I 0 respectively, then calculate their corresponding difference templates B=[B 1 ,B 2 ,…,B m ] with (2) . As long as the weight vector
T is determined, we can get the total difference of B(q) with (3).
Criterion of Mean Square Error
We assume an initial estimate q(0) for the transformation between I 0 and its following image patch I 1 . For instance, we set q(0)=[0,0,1] for translation and scale transformation beforehand. Subsequently q(0) will be adjusted in the tracking procedure. We can warp image I 1 and obtain I 1 ′ with the inverse transform W -1 defined by q(0), as:
In order to calculate k, a principle function is established according to the criterion of MSE (Mean square error) as that:
In (6) (5), and then we start another iteration. The algorithm proceeds iteratively until a stopping criterion is reached, finally the transformation parameter q will gradually converge to its limit.
Occlusion adaptability
In real applications, random noise and occlusion always lead to the divergence of q. To deal with such problem, we adopt M estimator to determine which pixel is occluded. An occlusion function w(X) is introduced to judge whether position x is occluded or not. w(X) is defined as:
where
This function is used to make an overall evaluation for all pixels. If x is occluded or contaminated by random noise, w(X)=0, otherwise w(X) will be given a fixed value. Occlusion functions for all the positions consist of a matrix M=diag[w(X)]. Introducing M estimator into (6), and it yields:
The above improved criterion enables us to eliminate the effect of random noise and occlusion efficiently, and increase the occlusion applicability.
Processing of illumination variation
In DTBTTM, we consider the illumination variation as a linear model. We add two images B (4) to calculate transform parameters. After iterating several times, k f , k b will be converged, and illumination variation can be computed. This method is not only efficient to linear change of illumination, but also can realize the stable tracking in various illumination conditions if we can get a set of target pictures in various illumination conditions and process in the same way 3 .
TRACKING PROCESS
The whole tracking process of DTBTTM method is summarized in the following steps.
Step1: Crop a rectangle area in the first image as the original template I 0 , and generate initial transformation q(0). Step4: Use (8) to calculate the final transformation parameters. If the transformation parameter has not reached required precision, then we conclude that the target is lost in current frame or the tracking fails. Otherwise, the tracking window will be adjusted adaptively according to transformation parameters, and go to the next step.
Step5: Judge the transformation parameters and final value of optimal function, if they are both within the fixed thresholds then turn to Step3. Otherwise, the original template should be refreshed, and turn to Step2.
In the above steps, both image transformation and the cropping of tracking target need interpolation processing. Usually, there are several interpolation methods, such as nearest-neighbor interpolation, bilinear interpolation and various cubic interpolations. Take precision and computation complexity into consider simultaneously, we choose bilinear interpolation method. Furthermore, in order to confine the processing time, we assign a maximal iteration number. If the process has already reached the maximal iteration number but has not reached the required precision, then we can draw the conclusion that target is lost in current frame or the tracking fails.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, the performance of the proposed DTBTTM method is evaluated on various scenes with variation of translation, scale, illumination, occlusion, and very complex background. We give some experimental results as follows.
In each of the image sequences, regions in black rectangles stand for the tracking targets. (the 38th frame) (the 50th frame) (the 58th frame) (the 65th frame) (the 75th frame) (the 85th frame) (the 98th frame) Fig. 3 . Tracking results in complex background Figure 1 shows the tracking performance of DTBTTM method under scale variation. In figure 2 , there are both scale variation and illumination change. In Figure 3 , the tracking target is occluded by a car in part of the sequence. Experimental results show that our DTBTTM algorithm adapts scale changes efficiently, and it is also insensitive to the illumination and occlusion variations. Although the images are blurred, backgrounds of images are complex, and the target is occluded for about up to 50 percent, our DTBTTM method still achieves satisfactory tracking performance, especially in Figure3.
CONCLUSIONS
Comparing to the traditional template based tracking method, our DTBTTM algorithm can overcome the effect of illumination and occlusion variations efficiently, realize stable tracking in complex environment, and increase tracking stability. However, there are still some weaknesses in this method. Because the iteration process calculating transformation parameters uses a local convergent algorithm, its astringency depends on the initial values. If the initial values are chosen far from their real values, especially when the target translates too much, the iteration will be divergent.
